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The Definitive Guide to
Berkeley DB XML Feb 24
2022 This book teaches the
basics of XML with an original
approach, using real-world
examples from an interesting
(and operating) environment
with broad applicability. It
covers the full spectrum of
Berkeley DB XML tools,
including the command-line
shell, transactions, rollbacks,
replication, archiving and
monitoring. Techniques and
concepts that have broad
applicability outside of the
subject matter are skillfully
explained: XML, XPath,
XQuery, XML schemas, all
industry-standard technologies
visual-studio-xml-umentation

that find one of their best
tutorial treatments, and all in
the context of a simple
database solution. The book
also presents a remarkable
example of query power.
The Power of C# Sep 09 2020
C# in a Nutshell Oct 03 2022
Offers a reference to key C#
programming concepts
covering language elements,
syntax, datatypes, and tasks.
Expert One-on-One Visual
Basic 2005 Design and
Development Feb 01 2020 Get
ready to take your applications
to the next level by harnessing
all of Visual Basic 2005’s tools
for programming, debugging,
and refactoring code. In this
hands-on book, you’ll get

proven techniques for
developing even the most
complex Visual Basic
applications. Expert tips on
modeling, user interface
design, and testing will help
you master the advanced
features of this language. You’ll
learn how to make writing code
more effective so that you can
quickly develop and maintain
your own amazingly powerful
applications.
NET for Visual FoxPro
Developers Mar 28 2022
Designed to introduce Visual
FoxPro programmers to the
software development tools of
.NET, this informative
handbook provides a detailed
overview of the .NET
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framework and the C# and
Visual Basic .NET languages
and covers such tpics as .NET
business objectives, building
Web applications with ASP
.NET, .NET XML, and
troubleshooting and debugging
in .NET. Original. (Advanced)
.NET 4 Wrox PDF Bundle
May 06 2020 The books
included in this set are:
9780470502204 Professional
ASP.NET 4: in C# and VB:
Written by three highly
recognized and regarded
ASP.NET experts, this book
provides comprehensive
coverage on ASP.NET 4 with a
unique approach featuring
examples in both C# and VB,
as is the incomparable
coverage of core ASP.NET.
After a fast-paced refresher on
essentials such as server
controls, the book delves into
expert coverage of all the latest
capabilities of ASP.NET 4.
9780470502259 Professional
C# 4 and .NET 4: After a quick
refresher on C# basics, the
author dream team moves on to
provide you with details of
language and framework
features including LINQ, LINQ
to SQL, LINQ to XML, WCF,
WPF, Workflow, and Generics.
Coverage also spans ASP.NET
programming with C#, working
in Visual Studio 2010 with C#,
and more. With this book, you'll
quickly get up to date on all the
newest capabilities of C# 4.
9780470548653 Professional
Visual Studio 2010: This book
gets you quickly up to speed on
what you can expect from
Visual Studio 2010. Packed
with helpful examples, this
comprehensive guide explains
examines the features of Visual
Studio 2010, which allows you
visual-studio-xml-umentation

to create and manage
programming projects for the
Windows platform. It walks you
through every facet of the
Integrated Development
Environment (IDE), from
common tasks and functions to
its powerful tools
9780470499832 Visual Basic
2010 Programmer's Reference:
This reference guide provides
you with a broad, solid
understanding of essential
Visual Basic 2010 topics and
clearly explains how to use this
powerful programming
language to perform a variety
of tasks. As a tutorial, the book
describes the Visual Basic
language and covers essential
Visual Basic topics. The
material presents categorized
information regarding specific
operations and reveals useful
tips, tricks, and tidbits to help
you make the most of the new
Visual Basic 2010.
9780470477229 WPF
Programmer's Reference:
Windows Presentation
Foundation with C# 2010 and
.NET 4: Written by a leading
expert on Microsoft graphics
programming, this richly
illustrated book provides an
introduction to WPF
development and explains
fundamental WPF concepts. It
is packed with helpful
examples and progresses
through a range of topics that
gradually increase in their
complexity. 9780470257029
Professional SQL Server 2008
Programming: This expanded
best-seller includes new
coverage of SQL Server 2008's
new datatypes, new indexing
structures, manageability
features, and advanced timezone handling. As an added

bonus, also includes
Professional SQL Server 2005
Programmers for .NET 4
developers still working in a
SQL Server 2005 setting.
The Debugger's Handbook
Aug 28 2019 For today's
programmers, it is impossible
to foresee every input, every
usage scenario, and every
combination of applications
that can cause errors when run
simultaneously. Given all of
these unknowns, writing
absolutely bug-free code is
unachievable. But it is possible,
with the right knowledge, to
produce nearly bug-free code
and The Debugger's H
A Programmer's Guide to C#
5.0 Feb 12 2021 A
Programmer’s Guide to C# 5.0
is a book for software
developers who want to truly
understand C#. Whether
you’ve worked with C# before
or with another generalpurpose programming
language, each fast-paced,
focused chapter will take you
straight to the heart of a
feature of C# and show you
why it works the way it does.
Written by one-time C# Test
Lead, Program Manager, and
member of the original C#
language design team, this
book is an ideal companion to
the C# Language Specification,
and works both as a tutorial
and as a reference guide. Now
in its fourth edition, you will
find up-to-date coverage of all
the latest C# features,
including Linq, covariance and
contravariance, and async
support. You’ll learn how to:
Use C# features effectively, in
the way they were intended
Apply the newest C# features
to your coding problems
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Streamline your database code
using LINQ Use async support
and the task parallel library to
improve performance. Program
more efficiently, effectively,
and with real insight into this
mature and exciting language,
with A Programmer’s Guide to
C# 5.0.
Professional Visual Studio 2013
May 18 2021 Comprehensive
guide to Visual Studio 2013
Visual Studio is your essential
tool for Windows programming.
Visual Studio 2013 features
important updates to the user
interface and to productivity. In
Professional Visual Studio
2013, author, Microsoft
Certified Trainer, and
Microsoft Visual C# MVP
Bruce Johnson brings three
decades of industry experience
to guide you through the
update, and he doesn't just
gloss over the basics. With his
unique IDE-centric approach,
he steers into the nooks and
crannies to help you use Visual
Studio 2013 to its maximum
potential. Choose from more
theme options, check out the
new icons, and make your
settings portable Step up your
workflow with hover colors,
auto brace completion, peek,
and CodeLens Code ASP.NET
faster than ever with new
shortcuts Get acquainted with
the new SharePoint 2013
environment Find your way
around the new XAML editor
for Windows Store apps Visual
Studio 2013 includes better
support for advanced
debugging techniques, vast
improvements to the visual
database tools, and new
support for UI testing for
Windows Store apps. This
update is the key to smoother,
visual-studio-xml-umentation

quicker programming, and
Professional Visual Studio 2013
is your map to everything
inside.
DocBook 5: The Definitive
Guide Nov 04 2022 If you need
a reliable tool for technical
documentation, this clear and
concise reference will help you
take advantage of DocBook, the
popular XML schema originally
developed to document
computer and hardware
projects. DocBook 5.0 has been
expanded and simplified to
address documentation needs
in other fields, and it's quickly
becoming the tool of choice for
many content providers.
DocBook 5: The Definitive
Guide is the complete, official
documentation of DocBook 5.0.
You'll find everything you need
to know to use DocBook 5.0's
features-including its improved
content model-whether you're
new to DocBook or an
experienced user of previous
versions. Learn how to write
DocBook XML documents
Understand DocBook 5.0's
elements and attributes, and
how they fit together
Determine whether your
documents conform to the
DocBook schema Learn about
options for publishing DocBook
to various output formats
Customize the DocBook
schema to meet your needs Get
additional information about
DocBook editing and
processing
C# For Java Programmers
Nov 23 2021 Java
Programmers, Preprare for
Microsoft's .NET initiative
while enhancing your
repertoire and marketability
with C# for Java Progammers!
C# for Java Programmers will

prepare readers for the .NET
framework by building on what
they already know about
object-oriented languages and
give them the means to
maintain their flexibility and
effectiveness in an un-certain
marketplace. This book will
compare and contrast the
advantages and disadvantages
of both Java and C# to allow
programmers to make their
own decisions regarding what
each language is best used for.
Whatever your feelings are
about Microsoft and its .NET
initiative, there can be no
denying that C# is here to stay.
The C# language, a close
cousin to Java, is a new objectoriented programming
language (OOPL) designed to
work within the .NET
framework. It improves upon
many of the vague or ill-defined
areas of C++ that frequently
lead programmers into trouble.
C# is a strongly-typed, objectoriented language designed to
give the optimum blend of
simplicity, expressiveness, and
performance. Written
specifically for Java
programmers. C# for Java
Programmers is not an
introductory guide to C#, but
builds on what Java
programmers already know
about object-oriented
languages to give them an
efficient means for making inroads to the .NET framework.
Compare and Contrast. This
book will compare and contrast
many of the advantages and
drawbacks of Java and C# to
allow programmers to make
informed, intelligent decisions
based on the unique uses of
each language.
Professional Visual Studio
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2012 Aug 21 2021 The
ultimate developers' guide to
Visual Studio 2012 This expert
Wrox guide is what you need to
get up and running quickly on
Visual Studio 2012. Written by
a Microsoft Visual C# MVP, it
guides you through the
integrated development
environment (IDE), showing
you how to maximize all new
tools and improvements. Offers
programmers a fast way to
IDE-centric programming
success Demonstrates new IDE
features, including the new
Metro style app project
templates and Windows 8 app
store features Explains each
feature, then illustrates the
context in which it will help you
solve problems Covers timely
and essential topics related to
rich client app development,
web applications, application
services, file configuration,
debugging and testing, and
more Helps advanced users
customize and extend Visual
Studio through the Automation
Model, writing macros,
working with the Managed
Extensibility Framework
(MEF), and more Provides
ample detail for programmers
who are new to Visual Studio
2012, as well as for
experienced programmers
exploring the advanced
capabilities of the IDE
Professional Visual Studio 2012
uses a unique, IDE-centric
approach to help you get up
and running quickly on this
exciting new release.
Professional Visual Studio 2010
Jan 14 2021 In Professional
Visual Studio 2010, developers
will find a fast route to IDE
programming success. The
authors zero in on advanced
visual-studio-xml-umentation

topics and demonstrate the
new features of the IDE,
including code snippets,
refactoring, and patterns.
Covering the latest .NET
Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010 with a unique IDE-centric
approach, the book has been
revised to include a discussion
of Visual Studio's recent major
overhaul. The illustrative
examples included will help
bring both novice and
experienced developers up to
speed quickly.
C# 5.0 Programmer's
Reference Oct 11 2020 Stay
ahead of the game with this
comprehensive guide to the C#
programming language Wellknown C# expert Rod Stephens
gives novice and experienced
developers a comprehensive
tutorial and reference to
standard C#. This new title
fully covers the latest C#
language standard, C# 5.0, as
well as its implementation in
the 2013 release of Visual
Studio. The author provides
exercises and solutions; and his
C# Helper website will provide
readers and students with
ongoing support. This resource
is packed with tips, tricks,
tutorials, examples, and
exercises and is the perfect
professional companion for
programmers who want to stay
ahead of the game. Author Rod
Stephens is a well-known
programming authority and has
written more than 25
programming books covering
C#, Java, VB, and other
languages. His books have sold
more than 150,000 copies in
multiple editions. This book's
useful exercises and solutions
are designed to support
training and higher education

adoptions. Learn the full range
of C# programming language
features Quickly locate
information for specific
language features in the
reference section Familiarize
yourself with handling data
types, variables, constants, and
much more Experiment with
editing and debugging code
and using LINQ Beginning
through intermediate-level
programmers will benefit from
the accessible style of C# 5.0
Programmer's Reference and
will have access to its
comprehensive range of more
advanced topics. Additional
support and complementary
material are provided at the C#
Helper website,
www.csharphelper.com. Stay
up-to-date and improve your
programming skills with this
invaluable resource.
Continuous Integration in
.NET Aug 09 2020 Continuous
integration is a software
engineering process designed
to minimize "integration hell."
It's a coordinated development
approach that blends the best
practices in software delivery.
For .NET developers,
especially, adopting these new
approaches and the tools that
support them can require
rethinking the development
process altogether. Continuous
Integration in .NET is a tutorial
for developers and team leads
that teaches readers how to reimagine their development
strategy by creating a
consistent continuous
integration process. This book
shows how to build on the tools
they already know - .NET
Framework and Visual Studio and to use powerful software
like MSBuild, Subversion, TFS
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2010, Team City,
CruiseControl.NET, NUnit, and
Selenium. Purchase of the print
book comes with an offer of a
free PDF, ePub, and Kindle
eBook from Manning. Also
available is all code from the
book.
XML in Technical
Communication Apr 04 2020 In
recent years Extensible
Markup Language (XML) has
had a major impact on software
development and data
interchange and has begun to
have a similar effect in
technical communication. XML
provides a platformindependent, vendor-neutral
source language for publishing
documentation of all kinds and
in any output format. XML
solutions have already been
adopted by many technical
publication departments, while
others are poised to make the
move to XML. Authoring tools,
publishing tools and content
management systems are
providing support for XML
languages, in particular Darwin
Information Typing
Architecture (DITA), one of the
XML languages designed
specifically for technical
documentation. Increasingly,
technical communicators
therefore need to understand
what XML has to offer and how
it can be used in the various
areas of technical
communication. This book fills
an important gap in the market
by providing a broad
introduction to XML and its
role in technical
communication. It describes
the basics of XML syntax and
terminology, the use of XML in
technical communication and
the advantages it can bring to
visual-studio-xml-umentation

the production of technical
documentation of all types. It
introduces the key XML
languages that are used for
technical documentation, both
as documentation source
formats and for transforming
source documents to various
output formats. The book will
be invaluable to anyone who
needs a fast introduction to
XML and its role in technical
communication, such as those
whose organization is
deploying an XML-based
documentation solution, or
freelancers who need to keep
pace with technical trends. It
caters for technical
communicators of all levels of
markup language experience,
providing a comprehensive yet
easy to read overview of the
use of XML in technical
communication, as well as
references to more in-depth
material. This revised and
updated second edition now
includes a section about
S1000D, the international
specification for the production
of technical publications that is
widely used in the aerospace
and defence industries. Other
additions include more
information about how XML
facilitates common technical
communication tasks and more
material about DocBook.
Charles Cowan FISTC is a
Principal Technical Writer with
the Oracle Corporation. He has
worked as a technical
communicator for over a
quarter of a century,
developing documentation for
various clients and software
companies in Belgium,
Germany and Switzerland, as
well as in the UK and Ireland.
He is an IBM Certified

Developer in XML and Related
Technologies and holds
postgraduate qualifications in
computing and software
development.
Professional Visual Studio 2015
Dec 01 2019 In-depth coverage
of the major Visual Studio 2015
revamp Professional Visual
Studio 2015 is the leading pro's
guide to new and upgraded
features of Microsoft Visual
Studio. With a unique IDEcentric approach and deep dive
into the software's many nooks
and crannies, this book will
bring you up to speed quickly
on everything Visual Studio
2015 has to offer. Whether
you're new to Visual Studio or
just upgrading, you'll
appreciate in-depth,
professional explanation of
updates, features, and support.
Visual Studio 2015 is packed
with improvements that
increase productivity, and this
book walks you through each
one in succession to help you
smooth your workflow and get
more accomplished. From
customization and the interface
to code snippets and
debugging, the Visual Studio
upgrade expands your options
— and this book is your fasttrack guide to getting on board
quickly. The Visual Studios
2015 release fixes a number of
issues that deterred many
professionals from adopting VS
2013. Old products have been
retooled, and new features are
aimed at productivity
enhancement and fixes to UI.
Fully aligned with VS 2015,
this guide walks you through
the changes and helps you
incorporate helpful new
features into the way you work.
Discover new options for
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themes, displays, and settings
Learn the new workflow and
shortcuts to ASP.NET code
Master improved debugging
and unit testing support
capabilities Exploit changes to
Windows STORE apps, phone
apps, Azure, and SharePoint
C# 8.0 in a Nutshell Jun 06
2020 When you have questions
about C# 8.0 or .NET Core,
this best-selling guide has the
answers you need. C# is a
language of unusual flexibility
and breadth, but with its
continual growth there’s so
much more to learn. In the
tradition of the O’Reilly
Nutshell guides, this
thoroughly updated edition is
simply the best one-volume
reference to the C# language
available today. Organized
around concepts and use cases,
C# 8.0 in a Nutshell provides
intermediate and advanced
programmers with a concise
map of C# and .NET
knowledge that also plumbs
significant depths. Get up to
speed on C#, from syntax and
variables to advanced topics
such as pointers, closures, and
patterns Dig deep into LINQ
with three chapters dedicated
to the topic Explore
concurrency and asynchrony,
advanced threading, and
parallel programming Work
with .NET features, including
regular expressions,
networking, serialization,
spans, reflection, and
cryptography Delve into
Roslyn, the modular C#
compiler as a service
Learning C# 2005 Oct 30
2019 If you're a novice
programmer and you want to
learn C#, there aren't many
books that will guide you. Most
visual-studio-xml-umentation

C# books are written for
experienced C++ and Java
programmers.That's why Jesse
Liberty, author of the bestselling books Programming C#
and Programming ASP.NET,
has written an entry-level guide
to C#. Written in a warm and
friendly manner, Learning C#
assumes no prior programming
experience, and provides a
thorough introduction to
Microsoft's premier .NET
language. The book helps you
build a solid foundation in
.NET, and shows you how to
apply your skills through the
use of dozens of tested
examples. You'll learn about
the syntax and structure of the
C# language, including
operators, classes and
interfaces, structs, arrays, and
strings. Better yet, this updated
edition of Learning C# has
been completely revised to
include the latest additions to
the C# language plus a variety
of learning aids to help lock-in
new knowledge and skills.
Here's what's new: Extensive
revisions to the text and
examples to reflect C# 2005
and .NET 2.0 changes An
introduction to Visual Studio
2005, the most popular tool for
building Windows and web
applications More than 200
questions and fully debugged
programming exercises with
solutions A greater emphasis
on event handling New
coverage of generics, generic
collections, partial classes,
anonymous methods and more.
By the time you've finished
Learning C#, you'll be ready to
move on to a more advanced
programming guide that will
help you create large-scale web
and Windows applications.

Whether you have a little
object-oriented programming
experience or you are new to
programming altogether,
Learning C# will set you firmly
on your way to mastering the
essentials of the C# language.
XML Schema Jan 02 2020
Discusses how schemas are
used for XML and how they are
developed, covering topics
such as using predefined
simple datatypes, creating
complex datatypes, defining
uniqueness, controlling
namespaces, and documenting
schemas.
Pro VB 2008 and the .NET 3.5
Platform Sep 29 2019 This
book provides a complete A-toZ reference for using VB with
the .NET 2.0 platform and the
.NET 3.0 extensions. It contains
new chapters that explore the
interactions between the
existing framework and the
new extensions, offering
readers an edge when they
evaluate and implement .NET
3.0 for the first time. To
provide even more support, the
book comes with a bonus CD
that provides over 500 pages of
carefully selected additional
content to help broaden a
reader's understanding of both
.NET 2.0 and .NET 3.0.
Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One
Desk Reference For Dummies
Jul 20 2021 Visual Studio 2008
is packed with features that
help you create better software
and do it with less repetition
and drudgery. Visual Studio
2008 All-In-One Desk
Reference For Dummies shows
you how to make the most of
this cool suite of tools! It’s all
here! This comprehensive,
seven-books-in-one guide gets
you up and running with Visual
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Studio 2008 in no time. You’ll
discover Microsoft’s vision for
Visual Studio, get familiar with
the .Net environment and
languages, and learn how to
install, browse, and make
connections with Visual Studio.
Soon, you’ll be building
applications for Vista, Office
2007, and mobile devices;
using AJAX and LINQ; and
testing and debugging your
programs. Discover how to:
Understand Visual Studio’s role
in software development Work
with .Net languages Develop
applications for Vista Build
smart client interfaces Use the
visual data designer Use Ajax
controls Streamline application
deployment Debug your
applications Explore ASP. NET
services Work with strongly
typed data sets Access data
with Visual Studio Program
with Visual Studio 2008 Build
professional reports with
Crystal Reports Fully updated
with new information on Vista
and .NET Framework 3.0
development, MS Office
application development, and
more, Visual Studio 2008 AllIn-One Desk Reference For
Dummies also features a
companion Web site packed
with sample projects,
supplemental podcasts, and a
support forum. You’ll never
find a smarter way to get up to
speed with Visual Studio 2008!
Inside Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012 R3 Nov 11 2020 Explores
the architecture, components,
and tools of Microsoft
Dynamics AX 2012 R3,
including forms, security,
SharePoint integration,
workflow infrastructure,
reporting, automating tasks
and document distribution, and
visual-studio-xml-umentation

application domain
frameworks.
Inside Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012 Jul 28 2019 Dig into the
architecture and internals of
Microsoft Dynamics AX
2012—with firsthand insights
from the team that designed
and developed it. Targeted for
solution developers and system
implementers, this guide
focuses on programming and
customization
capabilities—including key
architectural principles, the
application model, framework,
and tools. Topics include:
Architecture and development
environment, including MorphX
Microsoft Visual Studio tools
for Microsoft Dynamics AX
X++ programming language
Microsoft SQL Server reporting
and analytics Models Core
development concepts
Extending and customizing
Microsoft Dynamics AX
Performance and security
considerations Workflow Best
practices Note: Readers should
have working knowledge of
SQL and OOP concepts to gain
max benefit from this book.
Beginning XML with C# 7 Jun
30 2022 Master the basics of
XML as well as the namespaces
and objects you need to know
in order to work efficiently with
XML. You’ll learn extensive
support for XML in everything
from data access to
configuration, from raw
parsing to code documentation.
You will see clear, practical
examples that illustrate best
practices in implementing XML
APIs and services as part of
your C#-based Windows 10
applications. Beginning XML
with C# 7 is completely revised
to cover the XML features of
7/11

.NET Framework 4.7 using C#
7 programming language. In
this update, you’ll discover the
tight integration of XML with
ADO.NET and LINQ as well as
additional .NET support for
today’s RESTful web services
and Web API. Written by a
Microsoft Most Valuable
Professional and developer,
this book demystifies
everything to do with XML and
C# 7. What You Will Learn:
Discover how XML works with
the .NET Framework Read,
write, access, validate, and
manipulate XML documents
Transform XML with XSLT Use
XML serialization and web
services Combine XML in
ADO.NET and SQL Server
Create services using Windows
Communication Foundation
Work with LINQ Use XML with
Web API and more Who This
Book Is For :Those with
experience in C# and .NET
new to the nuances of using
XML. Some XML experience is
helpful.
Pro Visual C++/CLI and the
.NET 3.5 Platform Jun 18
2021 Pro Visual C++/CLI and
the .NET 3.5 Platform is about
writing .NET applications using
C++/CLI. While readers are
learning the ins and outs of
.NET application development,
they will also be learning the
syntax of C++, both old and
new to .NET. Readers will also
gain a good understanding of
the .NET architecture. This is
truly a .NET book applying
C++ as its development
language—not another C++
syntax book that happens to
cover .NET.
Managing Writers Oct 23
2021 Managing Writers is a
practical guide to managing
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documentation projects in the
real world. It is informal, but
concise, using examples from
the author's experience
working with and managing
technical writers. It looks
beyond big project, big team
methodologies to the issues
faced by smaller, less wellfunded projects. Managing
Writers is for technical writers,
both freelancers and
employees, documentation
managers, and managers in
other disciplines who are
responsible for documentation;
anyone who may need to
manage, full or part-time, a
documentation project. Inside
the Book Leading People
Leading Projects Leading
Technology Glossary,
Bibliography, and Index
Effective Software Test
Automation Jul 08 2020 "If
you'd like a glimpse at how the
next generation is going to
program, this book is a good
place to start." —Gregory V.
Wilson, Dr. Dobbs Journal
(October 2004) Build Your Own
Automated Software Testing
Tool Whatever its claims,
commercially available testing
software is not automatic.
Configuring it to test your
product is almost as timeconsuming and error-prone as
purely manual testing. There is
an alternative that makes both
engineering and economic
sense: building your own, truly
automatic tool. Inside, you'll
learn a repeatable, step-by-step
approach, suitable for virtually
any development environment.
Code-intensive examples
support the book's instruction,
which includes these key
topics: Conducting active
software testing without
visual-studio-xml-umentation

capture/replay Generating a
script to test all members of
one class without reverseengineering Using XML to
store previously designed
testing cases Automatically
generating testing data
Combining Reflection and
CodeDom to write test scripts
focused on high-risk areas
Generating test scripts from
external data sources Using
real and complete objects for
integration testing Modifying
your tool to test third-party
software components Testing
your testing tool Effective
Software Test Automation goes
well beyond the building of
your own testing tool: it also
provides expert guidance on
deploying it in ways that let
you reap the greatest benefits:
earlier detection of coding
errors, a smoother, swifter
development process, and final
software that is as bug-free as
possible. Written for
programmers, testers,
designers, and managers, it
will improve the way your team
works and the quality of its
products.
C# 10 in a Nutshell Jun 26
2019 When you have questions
about C# 10 or .NET 6, this
best-selling guide has the
answers you need. C# is a
language of unusual flexibility
and breadth, and with its
continual growth, there's
always so much more to learn.
In the tradition of O'Reilly's
Nutshell guides, this
thoroughly updated edition is
simply the best one-volume
reference to the C# language
available today. Organized
around concepts and use cases,
this comprehensive and
complete reference provides

intermediate and advanced
programmers with a concise
map of C# and .NET that also
plumbs significant depths. Get
up to speed on C#, from syntax
and variables to advanced
topics such as pointers,
closures, and patterns Dig deep
into LINQ, with three chapters
dedicated to the topic Explore
concurrency and asynchrony,
advanced threading, and
parallel programming Work
with .NET features, including
regular expressions,
networking, assemblies, spans,
reflection, and cryptography
Professional Visual Studio
2005 Apr 16 2021 Taking a
unique IDE-centric approach,
well-respected authors examine
the IDE capabilities readers
will need to perform specific
tasks, demonstrated in the
context of building XML Web
services The only book on the
topic that introduces each
characteristic of the IDE
followed by an example of the
context in which that feature is
used Covers creating custom
templates and wizards, reusing
code and lightweight code
generators, dynamically
generating forms through
reflections, managing data in
the IDE, using the SQL
designer to write stored
procedures, debugging
ASP.NET Web forms, and much
more
Beginning Visual C#® 2005
Apr 28 2022 Creating nextgeneration software and
applications is now easier than
ever with the release of Visual
C# 2005. This accessible book
guides you through all aspects
of C# programming and the
capabilities of Visual Studio
2005 so that you can begin
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developing customized
applications. You'll first learn
all aspects of the C# language,
from the fundamentals to
object-oriented techniques.
You'll then quickly progress
through Windows(r) and Web
programming to making use of
data sources, and finally to
some advanced techniques
such as XML documentation
and graphics programming
with GDI+. Throughout the
book, you'll also find helpful
hints, tips, exercises, and fullfledged example code that will
enhance your programming
skills. This book covers
everything you need to know
about Visual C# 2005 and the
.NET Framework to create
powerful, secure applications
for mobile devices, Web
applications, Windows
applications, and Web services.
What you will learn from this
book Ways to add functionality
to your Visual C# applications
How to publish applications to
the Web with the click of a
button Techniques for
assembling advanced Windows
applications with a minimum of
effort and time Tips for using
Web services to add complex
data and functionality to Web
applications How to improve
your C# applications using
object-oriented programming
Steps for using ADO.NET to
interact with databases and
deal with XML Who this book is
for This book is for anyone who
wants to learn how to program
in C# using the .NET
Framework. It is also for
programmers who know .NET
1.0 and want to find out about
the latest features of .NET 2.0
and Visual Studio 2005. Wrox
Beginning guides are crafted to
visual-studio-xml-umentation

make learning programming
languages and technologies
easier than you think,
providing a structured, tutorial
format that will guide you
through all the techniques
involved.
.NET Gotchas Dec 25 2021
Like most complex tasks, .NET
programming is fraught with
potential costly, and timeconsuming hazards. The
millions of Microsoft
developers worldwide who
create applications for the
.NET platform can attest to
that. Thankfully there's now a
book that shows you how to
avoid such costly and timeconsuming mistakes. It's called
.NET Gotchas.The ultimate
guide for efficient, pain-free
coding, .NET Gotchas from
O'Reilly contains 75 common
.NET programming pitfalls--and
advice on how to work around
them. It will help you steer
away from those mistakes that
cause application performance
problems, or so taint code that
it just doesn't work right.The
book is organized into nine
chapters, each focusing on
those features and constructs
of the .NET platform that
consistently baffle developers.
Within each chapter are
several "gotchas," with detailed
examples, discussions, and
guidelines for avoiding them.
No doubt about it, when
applied, these concise
presentations of best practices
will help you lead a more
productive, stress-free
existence.What's more,
because code examples are
written in both VB.NET and
C#, .NET Gotchas is of interest
to more than 75 percent of the
growing numbers of .NET

programmers. So if you're a
.NET developer who's mired in
the trenches and yearning for a
better way, this book is most
definitely for you.
The Rhetorical Nature of XML
May 30 2022 The Rhetorical
Nature of XML is the first
volume to combine rhetoric,
XML, and knowledge
management in a substantive
manner. It serves as a primer
on XML and XML-related
technologies, illustrating how
the naming of XML elements
can be understood as a
rhetorical act, and detailing the
essentials of knowledge
management practices that
illustrate the need for
intelligently conceived
databases in organizations.
Authors J.D. Applen and Rudy
McDaniel explain how technical
knowledge and rhetorical
knowledge are symbiotic assets
in the modern information
economy, emphasizing that
skilled professionals and
apprentice learners must not
only adapt to and become
adept with new technological
environments, but they must
also remain aware of the
dynamic social and
technological contexts through
which they communicate.
Applen and McDaniel use this
subject as a catalyst to
encourage interdisciplinary
connections and projects
between experts in fields such
as technical communication,
digital media, library science,
computer science, and
information technology. The
authors demonstrate
techniques for working with
XML in interdisciplinary
projects with attention to single
sourcing and content
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management. Interviews with
practitioners working with
XML for research and in
industry are also included, to
illustrate how XML is currently
being used in a variety of
disciplines, such as technical
communication and digital
media. Combining applied
theory and XML technology to
solve real-world problems in
technical communication and
digital media, this work
provides an entry point for
students and practitioners who
do not have an extensive
background in markup
languages, enabling them to
begin developing user-centric
projects using XML. Visit the
book’s companion web site:
http://rhetoricalxml.com/
C# 3.0 Unleashed Aug 01
2022 Whether you need an
approachable on-ramp to .NET
or you want to enhance your
skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a
comprehensive, in-depth guide
to the solutions you seek. You’ll
learn to do more with the new
tools that are available,
including Visual Studio 2008
and the .NET Framework Class
Libraries. Throughout this
book, you’ll get a practical look
at what can be the most useful
tools for any given task. You’ll
also learn common traps to
avoid and learn insightful tips
that will save you time and help
you be more productive. C# 3.0
Unleashed contains complete
coverage of the C#
programming language. The
author covers all the essential
syntax, but keeps the focus on
practical application. The
chapters are arranged to take
you step-by-step from the core
of the C# language to elements
of the .NET Framework, and
visual-studio-xml-umentation

further into advanced concepts
on distributed n-tier Internet
applications. Additionally, C#
3.0 Unleashed shows you how
to debug, monitor, and scale
enterprise applications,
enabling you to use the C#
programming language to ship
the right code at the right time.
What’s included in this book: A
complete reference for C#
syntax, object oriented
programming, and component
programming with C#
Comprehensive data coverage
through ADO.NET and LINQ
An introduction to UI
technologies, including
Windows Forms, WPF,
ASP.NET Ajax, and Silverlight
Coverage of traditional ASMX
and WCF Web Services
Coverage of multiple .NET
technologies, including
networking, instrumentation,
interop, and multi-threading Indepth discussion of platform
concepts including CLR,
Garbage Collection, Type
System, Assemblies, and Code
Access Security Guidance on
design and architecture for a
big-picture view and essential
help in piecing together all
you’ve learned
Designing with Web Standards
Sep 02 2022 Discusses how to
use Web standards to create
sophisticated Web sites
efficiently, covering topics such
as quality assurance,
functionality, and accessibility
guidelines.
C# 6.0 in a Nutshell Dec 13
2020 When you have a question
about C♯ 6.0 or the .NET CLR,
this bestselling guide has
precisely the answers you
need. Uniquely organized
around concepts and use cases,
this updated sixth edition
10/11

includes completely revised
and updated information on all
the new C♯ 6.0 language
features. Shaped by expert
reviewers, this book has all you
need to stay on track with C♯
6.0. It's widely known as the
definitive reference on the
language. Get up to speed on
C♯ language basics, including
syntax, types, and variables;
explore advanced topics such
as unsafe code and type
variance; dig deep into LINQ
via three chapters dedicated to
the topic; learn about code
contracts, dynamic
programming, and parallel
programming; work with .NET
features, including reflection,
assemblies, memory
management, security, I/O,
XML, collections, networking,
and native interoperability.
Visual Studio Hacks Mar 04
2020 "Tips and tools for
turbocharging the IDE"--Cover.
Pro Visual C++/CLI and the
.NET 2.0 Platform Sep 21 2021
Based on newest version of
Visual Studio .NET (2005) and
.NET Framework version 2.0
All topic areas include specific
code examples Bridges the gap
between classic C++ and
Visual C++ .NET Update of a
highly successful first edition
DocBook: The Definitive Guide
Jan 26 2022 DocBook is a
system for writing structured
documents using SGML and
XML. DocBook provides all the
elements you'll need for
technical documents of all
kinds. A number of computer
companies use DocBook for
their documentation, as do
several Open Source
documentation groups,
including the Linux
Documentation Project (LDP).
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With the consistent use of
DocBook, these groups can
readily share and exchange
information. With an XMLenabled browser, DocBook
documents are as accessible on
the Web as in print. DocBook :
The Definitive Guide is the
complete and official
documentation of the DocBook
Document Type Definition
(DTD) and many of its
associated tools. In this book,
you'll find : A brief introduction
to SGML and XML ; a guide to
creating documents with the
DocBook DTD and associated
stylesheets. Information about
using SGML and XML tools like
jade and DSSSL ; a guide to
customizing DocBook ; a
complete SGML and XML
reference, including examples,
for every DocBook element. In
addition, the CD-ROM contains
the complete source text of this
book, in both SGML and HTML
; all the examples from the
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book ; DSSSL stylesheets that
let you convert DocBook
documents to RTF, LaTeX, or
HTML ; The DocBook DTD for
SGML, version 3*1 ; The DocBk
DTD for XML, version 3*1*5. In
an era of collaborative creation
of technology, when
information is needed online as
often as in print, DocBook is
the essential. documentation
environment. "DocBook : The
Definitive Guide" is the one
essential source of information
about that environment.
C# Primer Plus Mar 16 2021
C# Primer Plus teaches the C#
programming language and
relevant parts of the .NET
platform from the ground up,
walking you through the basics
of object-oriented
programming, important
programming techniques and
problem solving while
providing a thorough coverage
of C#'s essential elements such as classes, objects, data
types, loops, branching
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statements, arrays, and
namespaces. In early chapters
guided tours take you
sightseeing to the main
attractions of C# and provide a
fast learning-path that enables
you to quickly write simple C#
programs. Your initial
programming skills are then
gradually expanded, through
the many examples, case
studies, illustrations, review
questions and programming
exercises, to include powerful
concepts - like inheritance,
polymorphism, interfaces and
exception handling, along with
C#'s most innovative features such as properties, indexers,
delegates and events. With C#
Primer Plus's dual emphasis on
C# as well as fundamental
programming techniques, this
friendly tutorial will soon make
you a proficient C#
programmer building Windows
applications on the .NET
platform.
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